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Abstract

In this work we utilize classical polymer density functional theory (DFT) to study gela-

tion in systems containing colloidal particles onto which polymers are grafted. The solution

conditions are such that the corresponding bulk system displays a lower critical solution tem-

perature (LCST). We specifically compare our predictions with experimental results by Shay

et al., who investigated temperature response in aqueous dispersions containing polystyrene

particles (PS), with grafted 45-mer poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) chains. Our DFT treatment is

based on a model for aqueous PEO solutions that was originally developed by Karlström for

bulk solutions. In this model, monomers are assumed to be in either of two classes of states,

labelled A and B, where B is more solvophobic than A. On the other hand, the degeneracy of B

exceeds that of A, causing the population of solvophobic monomers to increase with tempera-

ture. In agreement with experimental findings by Shay et al., we locate gelation at temperatures

considerably below TΘ, and far below the LCST for such chain lengths. This gelation occurs
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also without any dispersion interactions between the PS particles. Interestingly, the polymer-

induced interaction free energy displays a non-monotonic dependence on the grafting density.

At high grafting densities, bridging attractions between grafted layers take place (considerably

below TΘ). At low grafting densities, on the other hand, the polymers are able to bridge across

to the other particle surface. Shay et al. conducted their experiments at very low ionic strength,

using de-ionized water as a solvent. We demonstrate that even minute amounts of adsorbed

charge on the surface of the particles, can lead to dramatic changes of the gelation temperature,

especially at high grafting densities. Another interesting prediction is the existence of elon-

gated (chain-like) equilibrium structures, at low particle concentrations. We emphasize that

our model does not rely upon any temperature-dependent interactions.

Introduction

A common way to prevent flocculation, or gelation, in particle dispersions, is to graft polymers

onto the colloidal particles, i.e. through covalent attachment of end monomers to the particle

surfaces. Under good solvent conditions, the repulsion between polymers will then tend to stabilize

the dispersion.1–5 However, solvent quality usually changes with temperature, so the stabilizing

effects may be reduced or lost upon heating or cooling the system.6–12 For instance, many polymer

solutions display a lower critical solution temperature, LCST, and when such polymers are grafted

onto particles, one may anticipate a decreased stabilization, as the temperature is increased.

Particles grafted with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) have attracted a particular interest, since

the LCST is close to human body temperature.13–16 This makes such systems interesting candi-

dates for drug delivery systems. Often, gelation is observed if the temperature is raised above the

LCST.13,15 Another important, and commonly used polymer, is poly (ethylene oxide), PEO, whose

aqueous solutions also display an LCST.17 In an interesting experimental study, Shay et al.7 in-

vestigated stability and gelation of aqueous dispersions containing polystyrene (PS) particles, onto

which they had grafted 45-mer PEO chains. In an aqueous bulk solution containing such short

chains, there is a lower critical solution temperature of about 176 ◦C,17 above which the solution
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enters a demixing regime.

The theta temperature, TΘ, which is the LCST for essentially infinite chain lengths, is roughly

90 ◦C for PEO in water.17 Somewhat surprisingly, Shay et al. observed gelation well below the

LCST. We can summarize their main experimental observations, as follows:

• Gelation (with 45-mers grafted on colloidal particles with a diameter of 250 - 300 nm) occurs

at about 50 ◦C, i.e. far below the demixing regime for short chain PEG in water, and even

well below TΘ for that system (about 90 ◦ C).

• Reducing the grafting density promotes gelation, i.e. gelation then occurs at lower tempera-

tures.

In this work, we will use a previously reported coarse-grained model for PEO18,19 to generate a

theoretical model for this system, which displays similar behaviours. A related model was used by

Björling,20 although he adopted the Scheutjens-Fleer theory,21 and the study had a rather different

focus to the present work. The parameters used in our model will not be specifically fitted to

the experimental system. Instead, we aim to construct a generic model which is able to highlight

the relevant underlying physics. Nevertheless, we have used the same particle size and polymer

lengths as in the study by Shay et al. Furthermore, we borrow parameters from another work,

where a coarse-grained model for PEO in water (at low temperatures) was developed.22 Our work

also includes some structural comparisons between DFT predictions and data from Monte Carlo

simulations, for the coarse-grained model. It should be noted that our model does not contain any

temperature-dependent interactions.

The model and the theoretical tools we will use, will be described in the next section. The

following section gives a presentation of predictions and comparisons with experimental observa-

tions. The concluding section will provide a summary of our most important findings.
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Model and theory

The PEO polymers will be modelled in a similar way to that described in earlier publications.18,19

We assume that the monomers can be in either of two classes of states, labelled “A” and “B”, with

the former being solvophilic (having high polarity and/or hydrogen bonding ability), whereas the B

monomers are solvophobic. The relative populations of the two classes of states are characterized

by the ratio of the corresponding degeneracy factors, gB/gA. Quantum mechanical calculations23

have estimated this ratio to be 11.5, and in our earlier work on this model, we set gB/gA = 12. We

shall consider variations to that value in this work. This will be necessary, as the LCST vanishes for

short enough chains, and with the model parameters that we have chosen, together with gB/gA =

12, the LCST disappears at a degree of polymerization, r, of about 80-90. Experimentally, the

LCST persists down to about r ≈ 40− 50.17 We obtain a better estimate for the behaviour of the

LCST in our model, if we set gB/gA = 13. As Shay et al. grafted 45-mers onto their particles, and

given that the LCST of the corresponding bulk polymer solution could be relevant, we have chosen

to use gB/gA = 13 as the reference value for the population ratio. It should be noted that NMR

studies of dimethoxyethane, dissolved in (highly polar) dimethylformamide24 have demonstrated

that the relative population of the more polar states decreases with increasing temperature. This

lends some further support to our suggested parameters.

The polymer DFT we use has been described in earlier work,18,19 but we provide a summary

here, for completeness. We let N(R) denote the density distribution of polymers with configuration

R = r1,r2, ...,rr, where ri is the coordinate of monomer i. The monodisperse linear polymers

contain r monomers, which are bonded together by an orientationally flexible bond potential Vb,

chosen to ensure a constant bond length b. Hence, e−βVb(R) ∝ ∏δ (|ri+1−ri|−b), where δ (x) is the

Dirac delta function, and β = 1/(kT ) is the inverse thermal energy. Excluded volume effects are

treated by imposing a local incompressibility constraint. Assuming a common monomer diameter

σ , the sum of the density of monomers (nm(r)), and implicit solvent particles (ns(r)) is constrained

to a fixed value. Hence, ntσ
3 = nm(r)σ3 + ns(r)σ3, where we have set ntσ

3 = 1. This model,

which may be considered as a continuum space version of a lattice theory,21 was introduced in an
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earlier work.25

If we denote the probability distributions for monomers to be in class A or B states by PA(r)

and PB(r), respectively, we can write the free energy functional, F , as:

βF =
∫

N(R)(ln[N(R)]−1)dR+β

∫
N(R)Vb(R)dR+∫

(nt−nm(r)) ln [nt−nm(r)]+nm(r)dr+βU [nm(r),PA(r)]+∫
nm(r)(1−PA(r)) ln

[
1−PA(r)

gB

]
dr+

∫
nm(r)PA(r) ln

[
PA(r)

gA

]
dr+

β

∫
(nm(r)PA(r)V

(A)
ex (r)+nm(r)(1−PA((r))V

(B)
ex (r)+

(nt−nm(r))V
(s)
ex (r))dr+

∫
ne(r)Ψ(r)dr (1)

where we have included an external (surface) potential, V α
ex(r), that acts on the α particles, with

α = A, B or s. The last term describes the grafting potential, Ψ(r), which only acts on monomers

ne(r), at one of the polymer ends. The functional U [nm(r),PA(r)] describes attractive interparticle

interactions:

U [nm(r),PA(r)] =
1
2 ∑

α,β

∫ ∫
nα(r)nβ (r′)φ

(a)
αβ

(|r− r′)|dr′dr (2)

with nA(r)≡ nm(r)PA(r) and nB(r)≡ nm(r)(1−PA(r)). The interparticle interactions φ
(a)
αβ

(|r−r′)|

are modelled by Lennard-Jones (L-J) potentials:

φ
(a)
αβ

(r) = 4εαβ ((
σ

r
)12− (

σ

r
)6), r > σ (3)

Using εAA as a reference value, we define a reduced temperature T ∗ = kT/εAA, and reduced L-J

parameters ε∗
αβ
≡ εαβ/εAA. We will use the same interaction parameters as in our earlier works on

these systems:18,19 ε∗AA = ε∗SS = ε∗AS = 1, ε∗BB = ε∗SB = 0.3, and ε∗AB =
√

0.3≈ 0.55. On a more tech-

nical note, all reduced energy levels were shifted one unit when performing calculations, since all

AA, AS and SS interactions then vanish, thus reducing the computational cost. Such a global energy

shift has no influence on the predictions, since all relative energy differences are maintained in the
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incompressible model. Particle surfaces are simply modelled as planar, parallel walls, extending

infinitely in the (x,y) directions, with the z axis defined as being normal to the surfaces. Impos-

ing a mean-field assumption of uniform densities along the x,y directions, these dimensions are

integrated out, leaving only z dependent quantities. The resulting interaction free energy per unit

surface area (A), gs ≡
∫

Fdxdy/A, is then transformed into a corresponding interparticle potential

of mean force between spheres, W (D), using the Derjaguin Approximation:26

W (D) =−πRs

∫
∞

D
gs(x)dx (4)

where Rs is the colloidal particle radius, and D is the surface separation between the particles. As

in earlier work, we tried to minimize the number of parameters by modelling the planar surfaces

as hard, to solvent particles and monomers alike. Thus, Vex(z) = 0, for 0 < z < h, and infinite

elsewhere. Finally, the grafting potential, Ψ(z), which only acts on the monomer at the grafted

(end) monomer of the polymers, is chosen in a similar manner, but in this case Ψ(z) = ξ for

0 < z < σ , and infinite elsewhere. The constant ξ acts as a Lagrange multiplier, and is adjusted

to fulfill the external constraint imposed by the chosen grafting density, γ . We have simplified

the system by minimizing the number of differently chosen parameters, many of which are set to

be equal. In this manner we arrive at a relatively simple and generic model, which is physically

reasonable. On the other hand, given that there is no “optimization” involved, we should not expect

quantitative agreement with experiments.

Particles and grafting density

While our interaction parameters have not been fitted to the experimental results of Shay et al.,

we shall choose grafting densities and particle sizes which are consistent with their system. We

set σ = 3.1 Å, so that σ3 is equal to the volume per water molecule. The colloidal particles used

in the system studied by Shay et al. had an estimated average radius of 140 nm, which is the

value we use here. Furthermore, Shay et al. investigated systems with PEO to PS weight ratios
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of 0.06 to 0.24 (denoted “L6” -> “L24” in their work). Assuming that all PEO chains during the

synthesis ended up as grafted, suggests a reduced grating density, γ∗ ≡ γσ2, in the range 0.008593

to 0.34372. These values were arrived at as follows. With a PS density of 1.05 g/cm3, a colloidal

particle has a mass of [1.05 ∗ 4 ∗π ∗ (140 ∗ 10−7)3/3] g. With a PEO monomer molecular weight

of 44 g/mol, and a PEO to PS mass ratio of 0.06 (say), this suggests that (the maximum) number

of grafted PEO chains on each particle is Nmon = NAv ∗0.06∗1.05∗4∗π ∗ (1.4∗10−7)3/(3∗44),

where NAv is Avogadro’s number. With 45 monomers per polymer this suggests that the polymer

grafting density, γ , is γ = Nmon/(45 ∗ 4 ∗π ∗ 14002) Å−2, i.e. with σ = 3.1Å, γ∗ ≈ 0.08593. We

stress that assuming that all available chains become grafted during the synthesis, could amount to

a significant overestimation.

Structural comparisons with simulations

Before we make comparisons between theoretical predictions and experimental data, it is of interest

to quantitatively evaluate our mean-field ansatz, and furthermore to adjust the bond length b, so as

to generate a reasonable reference model for PEO in aqueous solutions at low temperatures, i.e in

a good solvent. A simulation model has already been established, which reproduces experimental

data for polymer radii of gyration and osmotic pressures, across many orders of magnitude.22 This

was achieved with a hard-sphere monomer model, in which the monomer diameter was set to 2.65

Å, with a bond length of 4 Å. In Figure 1, we compare results from simulations of grafted 45-

mers, using these parameters, with DFT predictions, using the low temperature limit of our model

(no L-J interactions), and a variable bond length. The simulated structures, which presumably

provide a reasonable representation of grafted PEO in aqueous solution at low temperatures, are

well captured by the DFT approach, across a wide range of grafting densities. Choosing b = 1.75σ

arguably leads to a slight overall improvement as compared with b = 2σ . Hence, we will use the

former value in all DFT calculations reported below.
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Figure 1: Structural comparisons between DFT predictions and simulations, under strictly good solvent conditions
(no L-J interactions). The polymers are end-grafted to inert hard walls, at a reduced grafting density γ∗ ≡ γσ2, with
σ =3.1 Å. In the simulations, we have adopted parameters that have been shown to reproduce radii of gyrations and
osmotic pressures across many orders of magnitude, in terms of polymer length and concentration, respectively.22

Specifically, bMC = 4 Å, and σMC = 2.65 Å. In the DFT calculations, we have set σ = 3.1 Å, since they are based on
an implicit solvent approach (σ then represents a common effective diameter of solvent molecules and monomers).
Two different choices for the reduced bond length, b, is tested.
(a) γ∗ = 0.34062
(b) γ∗ = 0.17031
(c) γ∗ = 0.085155
(d) γ∗ = 0.0425775

Bulk phase diagrams, and LCST

As mentioned earlier, we will consider two different choices of the degeneracy ratio, namely

gB/gA = 12 and gB/gA = 13, with the latter being the prefered choice. The reason for this is

that the experimental lower threshold molecular weight, for the existence of an LCST in aqueous

solution, is close to 2000 g/mol, and with gB/gA = 13 we arrive at similar results. On the other

hand, with gB/gA = 12, longer chains are needed to generate an LCST. In Figure 2, we show
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Figure 2: Predicted bulk phase diagrams, for 200-mers, with gB/gA = 12 and 13, respectively.

parts of the phase diagrams for 200-mers, with gB/gA = 12 and 13, respectively 1. Here, we see

how a larger degeneracy ratio clearly promotes phase separation. With gB/gA = 12, a degree of

polymerization of about 80-90 is required to generate an LCST.

Results

As we evaluate the DFT predictions below, it is wise to keep in mind that the LCST for infinitely

long polymers, which we denote as the Θ temperature, is about 2.44 when gB/gA = 13. For 45-

mers (same length as the grafted chains), the LCST is T ∗LCST = 2.837. On the other hand, when

gB/gA = 12, we arrive at T ∗
Θ
≈ 2.69, whereas corresponding 45-mers do not generate any bulk

phase separation.

Planar surfaces

Recall that the surfaces are inert and hard, with respect to all species (A,B,s). However, as we have

illustrated in our earlier work, these solvophobic surfaces will effectively attract monomers, in par-

ticular those belonging to class B. The mechanism is analogous to the way in which hydrophobic

1Note that the phase diagram for the former system was also provided in Figure 2 of ref.,18 but while the reduced
temperature for the LCST, T ∗LCST = 2.8007 was correct, the rest of the phase diagram was not. Fortunately, this mistake,
caused by a mixup of graphs, has no consequence for the conclusions drawn in ref.18
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particles are “pushed” against hydrophobic surfaces in water. As we compare our predictions with

experimental data, it is useful to introduce a “maximum” reduced grafting density, γ∗r , which is the

upper bound estimate of the most densely covered particles that was investigated by Shay et al. We

shall use this value of γ∗r = 0.34372 as our unit for grafting densities.

Interaction free energies: relation to grafting density and polymer length

In Figure 3, we display interaction free energies between planar surfaces, calculated for gB/gA =

12 and 13, for a range of different grafting densities. The first thing to note is that, in agreement

with the experimental observations of Shay et al., an attractive minimum exists for all grafting

densities, even though the temperature in both cases is significantly lower than the theta tempera-

ture, and in the case of gB/gA = 13 much lower than the LCST for free 45-mers. We also observe

0 100 200 300
−6e−05

−2e−05

2e−05

0 200 400
h / Å

−0.002

−0.001

0

0.001

βg
s 

* 
Å

2

γ = γr

γ = 0.5 γr

γ = 0.25 γr

γ = 0.125 γr

flat surfaces

gB/gA=13, T
*
=2.25

0 100 200 300
−4e−05

0

0 200 400
h / Å

−0.001

0

0.001

βg
s 

* 
Å

2

γ = γr

γ = 0.5 γr

γ = 0.25 γr

γ = 0.125 γr

flat surfaces

gB/gA = 12, T
*
=2.45

Figure 3: Predicted polymer induced interaction free energies per unit area (gs), at various grafting densities, in a
flat surface geometry.
(a) gB/gA = 13, T ∗ = 2.25 (TΘ = 2.44).
(b) gB/gA = 12, T ∗ = 2.45 (TΘ = 2.69).

interesting non-monotonic changes in the depth of this minimum, as the grafting density is varied.

Specifically, at low grafting densities, we observe a strong, short-ranged attraction, while upon

increasing γ , the attraction weakens, and is shifted to larger separations. However, an even greater

increase of the grafting density generates a stronger minimum, located at even larger separations.

This behaviour can be mechanistically rationalized as follows. At low grafting densities, there is

enough space on opposing surfaces for polymers to bridge across to the gap. This bridging is
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driven by solvophobic attraction, becoming more prevalent at high temperatures. This polymer-

surface bridging attraction can be quite strong, but it is also short ranged, i.e., we anticipate sig-

nificant bridging attraction at separations roughly corresponding to the thickness of one polymer

layer. At high grafting densities, such bridging is prevented by steric hindrance from the opposing

dense polymer layer. On the other hand, a similar bridging attraction can instead occur between

monomers that are bound to opposite surfaces. Here we expect to see significant surface attrac-

tions at separations that roughly corresponds to two polymer layers. For our choice of interaction

parameters, these bridges are typically weaker than those due to “surface bridging”, at low grafting

densities. Note that once the grafting density has become high enough to prevent bridging between

surfaces, the attraction between polymer layers will become stronger as the grafting density in-

creases, simply due to higher monomer concentrations of the opposing layers. This explains the

initial decrease of the attractive minimum, as the grafting density is reduced from the “reference”

value.

In addition to these considerations, we should also recognize that polymers are stretched in a

dense layer, which also serves to increase the range of “interlayer bridging”. This is highlighted in

Figure 4, where we have plotted density distributions of free end monomers, at a moderately large

0 50 100 150
z / Å

0

0.02

0.04

n eσ
3 /γ

*

ungrafted end monomer distribution, scaled by γ*

γ = 0.125 γr

γ = γr

T
*
 = 2.25

h/σ = 56

Figure 4: End monomomer density (ne) distributions for high and low grafting densities, at T ∗ =2.25, and a flat
surface separation of h = 56σ .

surface separation, and for low and high grafting densities. Notice that the two density distributions

are scaled by the respective grafting density, i.e. their integral values are identical, allowing a
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straightforward comparison. It is rather obvious that the polymers are considerably more stretched

at the high grafting density, thus facilitating polymer mediated interactions at longer range.

Effects of curvature

Most of this work will be devoted to comparing DFT predictions with the experiments by Shay

et al. In those experiments, large particles were used, so curvature effects were very small. It is

nevertheless of interest to briefly demonstrate the DFT predictions of curvature effects, which will

0 20 40 60 80 100
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0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

n(
z)

σ3

(a) planar surface

T
*
 = 2

2.22

2.44 (Θ)

2.66

2.88

γσ2
 = 0.34372

0 20 40 60 80 100
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0
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0.4

0.6

0.8

n(
r)

σ3

(b) spherical particle, radius R = 6 σ

T
*
 = 2

2.22

2.44 (Θ)

2.66

2.88

γσ2
 = 0.34372

Figure 5: Comparing monomer density distributions at various temperatures, near a flat surface, and a spherical
particle, respectively. The grafting density is high and identical, in both cases (γ∗ = 0.34372). The distribution of the
grafted end monomer (which is constrained to be within one σ from the surface, is also included, and indicated by a
thin dashed black line
(a) Planar surface.
(b) Spherical particle, of radius R = 6σ .

be relevant to systems where the grafted particles are smaller. In Figure 5, we compare calculated

density distributions at various temperatures, for polymers grafted to a flat surface and to a rela-

tively small spherical particle. In the latter case, the DFT code was modified to account for the

spherical symmetry. The grafting density is high, and the same for both cases. For these small

particles (radius of 6 σ ), curvature effects are quite pronounced. Since the available volume in-

creases with distance for spherical particles, the density drops rapidly, and the effective polymer

layer becomes considerably thinner, compared with the flat surface (or large spheres). We also

note that most of the temperature response in the monomer density occurs substantially below the
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theta temperature. Close to, and above, TΘ, the structures are essentially temperature independent.

Dispersions containing spherical (0.28 µm) particles

Now we switch focus to interactions between spherical particles, of the same size as those inves-

tigated by Shay et al. We shall consider two different grafting densities, γ = γr, and γ = 0.125γr,

which will simply be denoted as “high” and “low” grafting densities, respectively. These interac-

tions are calculated using the Derjaguin Approximation.26

Neutral particles

In Figure 6, we show polymer-induced PMF:s between particles, at high and low grafting densities,

and for a range of different temperatures. As we have already seen, the attraction, which is present

0 200 400
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Figure 6: Potential of mean forces (W ) between polymer-covered (grafted) particles, at various temperatures. The
Derjaguin approximation has been utilized, and only polymer-induced interactions are accounted for.
(a) γ = 0.125γr
(b) γ = γr

far below the LCST for 45-mers (and below TΘ), is considerably more long-ranged at high grafting

densities. Shay et al. attributed the observed gelation to dispersion interactions, but our predictions

suggest that these interactions only provide minor contributions, and are not required to explain

the experimental results. An important observation is that while the surface to surface bridging,

which dominates at low grafting densities, becomes very strong above some threshold (gelation)
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temperature, this attraction vanishes much faster as the temperature drops, compared with the

layer-layer bridging at high grafting densities. In other words, at low values of γ , the temperature

dependence is quite strong.

In order to obtain gelation temperatures from our PMF predictions we have conducted canoni-

cal Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations on bulk solutions of hard particles, interacting with

our calculated PMF:s. Specifically, we simulated 800 such particles, in a cubic simulation box of

side length 45336 Å, applying periodic boundary conditions in all three dimensions. This gives a

particle volume fraction of about 10 %, which is typical to the systems studied by Shay et al. A

temperature increase from low values leads to more attractive PMF:s, as we have seen, and above

a threshold temperature, clusters begin to form. This results in a connected (or partly connected)

system, which we define as a gel. We evaluated the probability, Ppart(Ncl), that a particle belongs

to a cluster containing Ncl particles. A cluster is defined as a collection of particles, where each

particle is within a distance Rc from at least one other particle in the collection. At high temper-

atures, the particle-particle radial distribution function displays a very strong nearest-neighbour

peak, followed by an anti-correlated regime (where g(r) < 1). Typical rdf:s, slightly above and

below the gelation temperatures, are shown in Figure 7. In both cases gelation occurs quite rapidly

upon temperature increase, although more so at low grafting densities. In the experimental system,

gelation was determined within an interval of 5 K, at low as well as at high grafting densities. This

also indicated a rather strong temperature sensitivity, although further details are lacking, since

Shay et al. did not report results with more narrow temperature increments. A choice for Rc is a

value slightly beyond the nearest-neighbour peak, in the anti-correlated regime. While the choice

of Rc is somewhat arbitary, this has little or no practical consequence, as any reasonable value

leads to the same overall conclusions. We set Rc = 3250 Å, for high (γ = γr), and Rc = 2850 Å, for

low (γ = 0.125γr) grafting densities. With these values for Rc, we stipulate that the system forms

a gel if the maximum of Ppart(Ncl) occurs for Ncl ≥ 4. This is an arbitary definition, but gelation

typically develops quite rapidly above some threshold temperature, Tg, so the precise definition of

the transition point is unimportant. Typical behaviours of the probability distribution, Ppart(Ncl),
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in the vicinity of the gelation temperature Tg, are illustrated in Figure 8. Below Tg, at T ∗ = 1.9,

the distributions display a maximum for monomers (Ncl = 1). However, a relatively small temper-

ature increase, to T ∗ = 2.0, generates a dramatic response, with the maximum shifted to roughly

Ncl = 500. This might actually be an underestimate, given that there is an upper system size limit

of 800. Hence, we estimate that for this system, 1.9 < T ∗g < 2.0.

Predictions of gelation temperatures, at low and high grafting density, respectively, are summa-
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Table 1: Reduced gel temperatures, T ∗g , under various conditions. The particles always carry a hard core. In addition,
they interact via grafter polymer mediated (pol.), with an optional addition of van der Waals (vdW) forces.

γ/γr pol. pol.+ vdW
1.0 1.9 < T ∗g < 2.0 1.8 < T ∗g < 1.9

0.125 2.25 < T ∗g < 2.26 2.25 < T ∗g < 2.26

rized in Table 1. In order to estimate the strength of dispersion (vdW) interactions, in units of kT,

we have first of all assumed a Hamaker constant of 0.771∗10−20 J, which is typical for PS-water-

PS.27 The transformation to thermal energy units is then facilitated by equating the theoretically

predicted Θ temperature (T ∗
Θ
= 2.44) to the experimentally observed one (about 363 K - see be-

low), for aqueous PEO solutions. From Table 1, it is clear that vdW interactions only have a minor

influence on these temperatures. There are at least two additional important observations to make.

First, in accordance with the findings by Shay et al. gelation occurs substantially below the theta

temperature. For PEO + water, the theta temperature is roughly 90 ◦ C, i.e. 363 K - as estimated by

a crude extrapolation of experimentally observed LCST:s to the case of “infinite” polymer length.

Shay et al. found gelation at about 320-330 K, i.e. Tg ≈ 0.9TΘ. In our model system, the reduced

TΘ is 2.44, with a prediction of Tg ≈ 0.92TΘ and 0.78TΘ at low and high grafting densities, respec-

tively. Overall, this is in reasonable agreement with experiments, especially considering that we

use a rather coarse-grained generic model, with relatively few parameters. However, an important

qualitative difference between our predictions and the experimental observations by Shay et al. is

that they measured a gelation temperature which increased with grafting density, in the investi-

gated interval, whereas we find the opposite trend, with our current model. One possible reason

for this is that the PS particle surface attracts monomers more strongly than in our model, which

can be modelled by introducing additional parameters. A decrease of the gelation temperature is

expected with stronger monomer-surface interactions, particularly at low grafting densities, where

surface to surface bridging dominates. While this is a rather straightforward explanation, there

are other possible reasons for the discrepancy between our predictions and the findings by Shay

et al. For example, the polymer grafting synthesis was followed thorough rinsing with de-ionized

water, and subsequent experiments were also conducted in de-ionized water. A potential problem
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with such an approach is that even minute amounts of adsorbed ions on the particles may generate

significant interparticle interactions, due to the long range of electrostatic forces at such low ionic

strengths. We shall therefore consider that possibility, and establish new predictions, under those

conditions.

Weakly charged particles, low salt

Let us assume that there is a residual salt concentration of 0.01 mM (if the pH is higher than 9

or lower than 5, it is actually higher than that). Let us furthermore assume that the PS particles

have some small extra affinity to (say) the anions, such that they effectively acquire a very weak

surface charge density of σ−1
s = −200000 Å2/e. At a flat surface, this would imply an electro-

static intrinsic surface repulsion per adsorbed ion of łBπ
∫

∞

0 ρσse−κρ/ρdρ ≈ 0.1 i.e. 0.1 kT/charge

(lB is the Bjerrum length). Hence a rather small surface affinity would suffice. The presence of

the weak surface charge means that an extra double layer force is added to the existing PMF in-

teractions established above. These double layer interactions were solved using the non-linear

Poisson-Boltzmann equation in our flat surface geometry2. These were then transformed to spheri-

cal particle interactions, using the Derjaguin Approximation. As we can see in Figure 9, the effects

from such a seemingly minor ion-specific adsorption are quite dramatic (at low ionic strengths). At

high grafting density, the temperature has to be increased quite considerably, in order for the poly-

mer induced (layer-layer bridging) interactions to overcome the double-layer free energy barrier.

The corresponding response is much weaker at low grafting densities, where we recall that the sur-

face to surface bridging attraction grows quite rapidly with temperature. This means that a modest

temperature increase will regenerate an attractive minimum at close range, even in the presence of

long-ranged double-layer forces. However, this minimum will then be kinetically “protected” by

a significant free energy barrier. Detailed studies of kinetic effects are outside the scope of this

study, and by including random attempted displacements in the MC simulations, such free energy

barriers can be efficiently crossed, allowing the system to reach equilibrium. Nevertheless, in an

2Although we prefer to formulate the problem using DFT, resulting in identical predictions.28
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experiment, the barrier can have a significant effect on system dynamics.

In Table 2, we present a more complete table of gelation temperatures, now also including cases

where double-layer interactions are added, as described above. The double-layer interactions have

only a minor influence on Tg at low values of γ , but a major impact at high grafting densities. In the

former case, the predicted T ∗g increases from the range 2.25-2.26 to 2.26-2.27 (including the vdW

interactions), but at the high reference grafting density, the gelation range is shifted from 1.8-1.9

to 2.30-2.31. The presence of minute amounts of adsorbed net charge at low salt concentrations,

qualitatively changes the dependence of the gelation temperature on the grafting density, causing

it to follow the experimental trend.

Table 2: Reduced gel temperatures, T ∗g , under various conditions. The particles always carry a hard core. In addition,
they interact via grafted polymer mediated (pol.), van der Waals (vdW) and electric Double Layer (DL) forces.

γ/γr pol. pol.+ vdW pol. + vdW + DL
1.0 1.9 < T ∗g < 2.0 1.8 < T ∗g < 1.9 2.30 < T ∗g < 2.31

0.125 2.25 < T ∗g < 2.26 2.25 < T ∗g < 2.26 2.26 < T ∗g < 2.27
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Equilibrium chains of weakly charged particles, at low ionic strengths

In the final part of this work, we make some structural predictions as yet not measured in exper-

iments. The observed free energy barriers, brought about by a weak ion-specific adsorption and

low ionic strengths, gives rise to the tantalizing possibility of creating polymer-like “equilibrium

clusters”, where the monomers are composed of PS particles. Such structures can form with the

combination of a deep but short-ranged free energy minimum (at low grafting densities) and a

long-ranged repulsion. These interactions tend to cause particles in a cluster to align themselves

linearly, as this will reduce the overall repulsion, yet retain the attraction. We have investigated

this system using MC simulations at a low particle volume fraction of φs = 1 %. The temperature

was chosen to be slightly above Tg, i.e. T ∗ = 2.27 and 2.31, at low (γ = 0.125γr) and high (γ = γr)

grafting densities, respectively. In Figure 10, we present configurational snapshots from these sim-

ulations. We see that indeed, at low grafting densities, where the free energy minimum is deep but

narrow, there is a clear tendency for the clusters to form chain-like structures. This tendency is, as

expected, not present at high grafting densities. The formation of these “equilibrium polymers”,

would be interesting to test experimentally.

Summary and conclusions

In this article we have studied a model for PS particles with grafted PEO chains. The PEO

monomers undergo configurational changes between solvophilic and solvophobic states, with the

latter outnumbering the former. Hence in this model the PEO chains become less soluble at higher

temperatures and bulk solutions display an LCST, which approaches the Θ temperature for very

long polymers. When these polymers are grafted onto PS particles, there is evidence of bridging at

temperatures well below the LCST for short polymers (45-mers). This bridging is caused by sol-

vent expulsion, while the polymer fills the space between the particles. For low grafting density,

the polymers attached to one particle are able to stretch to the surfaces of adjacent particles, lead-

ing to surface-surface bridging. At higher grafting density, polymers are unable to bridge across
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Figure 10: Simulation snapshots of structures obtained at low volume fractions (1 %), in systems in which the
grafted particles also carry a weak charge, in solutions containing 0.01 mM monovalent salt. Corresponding PMF:s
are provided in Figure 9. The left graph shows a system with low grafting density, γ = 0.125γr, at T ∗ = 2.27. The
right graph shows a system with high grafting density, γ = γr, at T ∗ = 2.31. In both cases, the temperature is slightly
above the gelation temperature found at a particle volume fraction of 10 % (see Table 2).

the region between surfaces, due to steric hindrance, and instead there is an attractive bridging

between the dense grafted layers. This attraction occurs at a larger separations than does surface-

surface bridging. The occurrence of these attractive interactions are able to cause gelation of the

PS particles at temperatures well below the LCST, for both sparsely and densely grafted particles.

Experiments show that the gelation temperature is larger at higher grafting density, which is the

opposite to what was found in our simple model. We have identified at least two ways by which

the experimental results can be explained. Firstly, it is possible that an extra attraction exists be-

tween monomers and the PS surfaces, which increases the surface-surface bridging attraction at

low surface coverage. Secondly, the PS particles may accumulate a small charge, which at the low

electrolyte concentration conditions in the experiments, gives rise to a large double layer repulsion.

This double layer repulsion has a stronger effect on the highly grafted system, which then raises its

gelation temperature significantly. Finally, we note that it was not necessary to invoke temperature

dependent interactions, or particle-particle dispersion forces to obtain a model that could explain

experimental results.
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